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JACQUI MELVILLE
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…When a dinner’s most familiar-seeming course is
you are eating on the edge…

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

Stressed brick and luxuriant
leather at Cutler & Co.;
Dessert at The Commoner;
Black pudding plate at The
Commoner; Radishes with
herb butter; Dining room
at The Commoner; Chef
Paul Jewson at Fitzrovia;
Understated elegance at
Cutler & Co. FACING PAGE FROM TOP
Mismatched flatware at The
Commoner; Dessert at The
Commoner; Seafood salad at
Cutler & Co.
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THE BRASSERIE

THE BRASSERIE

roast wallaby
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Eating Out in Australia’s
hottest restaurant city.
AUSTRALIA

by DINNER Dazzle

A

JONATHAN LERNER

A DELICIOUS CONFLUENCE OF factors makes Melbourne
the restaurant capital of Australia, and a gourmand’s dream
destination. It’s in Victoria, this harsh country’s most temperate,
fertile, well-watered state. Immigrant communities brought
their food traditions, especially from Italy, Greece and the
Middle East after World War II, and Asia more recently. While
once Australians may have felt isolated, jet travel makes
globetrotting common. They have sampled menus — and
worked in kitchens — around the globe. Today there isn’t a
culinary trend missing. Local and artisanal production, melding
of cuisines, small plates, molecular gastronomy, foraging — it’s
all being passionately explored.
Two other circumstances fostered Melbourne’s restaurant
bounty. One is excellent urbanism. In the Central Business
District myriad narrow laneways cut between major streets.
The adjacent historic inner suburbs, despite threadbare days,
are desirable again. Add excellent transit. The result? Accessible,
charming, manageably-scaled locations. Another key to easy
startups: annual liquor licenses as cheap as $200.
“Everyone seems to be deciding to open a restaurant,” said
chef Matthew Donnelly. To this pro, Melbourne is reaching “a
saturation point. We’re very thinly spread with chefs and staff.”
Diners have a different problem, as my partner and I discovered:
choosing among so many intriguing eateries.
Donnelly spends each spring foraging to supply restaurants;
he calls his operation Mushrooms Anonymous. Otherwise he
runs the kitchen at The Commoner. The restaurant, which his
life partner Jo Corrigan founded after cooking professionally in
London, exemplifies one strong trend: confident food,
neighbourhood setting, zero pretension. Its small rooms have a
grandma’s-attic vibe, but the menu is of-the-moment.
There we ate a cakey, luxuriant black pudding with onioncider purée; pillow-soft, cool-smoked ocean trout with celeriacred onion remoulade; luscious salumi cured in house from
grass-fed Belted Galloway beef; and, roasts being a specialty,
pork belly accompanied by nettle purée and beet, pumpkin
seed and raisin salad, that last plate a medley of divergent but
well-balanced notes. Corrigan calls this food ’Modern English.’
She herself served us our sampling, knowing I was writing. But
a varying ‘Feed Me’ option of five courses with wines is always
offered. No wonder the place has a coterie of regulars.
OCTOBER–DECEMBER 2013 TASTE& TRAVEL INTERNATIONAL
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AUSTRALIA
SERVES 4–6

ALBERT ST GAZPACHO
Ripe Tomatoes
1 kg, chopped
Red Bell
Pepper 1,
chopped
Cucumber 1,
chopped
Onions 2,
chopped
Garlic 1 clove,
chopped
Stale White
Bread 120 g,
crust removed
and diced
Egg Yolks 2
Olive Oil 2 Tbs
Red Wine
Vinegar 1 Tbs
Crab Meat
picked
Baby
Cucumber
sliced
Cherry
Tomatoes
halved
Olive Oil
Lemon Juice
Baby Basil
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1 PUT the tomatoes,
bell pepper cucumber,
onions and garlic into
a blender and blitz
until smooth. Soak the
bread in the puréed
vegetables for 3 hours,
to give the soup some
body and texture.
2 STRAIN the soup,
pressing down on the
sieve to push through
some of the solids. Put
the egg yolks into a
bowl and whisk in the
soup. Gradually add
the olive oil and whisk
until it emulsifies. Add
the red wine vinegar
and season with salt
and pepper.
3 MIX the crab meat,
cucumber and
tomatoes in bowl. Dress
with olive oil and lemon
juice, season with salt
and pepper. Arrange
the crab salad in
serving bowls with the
baby basil and pour the
gazpacho around salad.
Bon appá!!
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The chicest newcomer to date on
a gentrifying working classimmigrant strip is Albert St Food &
Wine. Airy and calm, it occupies a
tall former banking hall.
Mediterranean tastes seem to
dominate until you notice Asian
things like king brown mushrooms,
black garlic and ancient rice.
Expressive of the kitchen’s deft
touch was a velvety gazpacho
served over avocado, Lebanese
cucumber, spanner crab — a sweetfleshed local variety — and little
icebergs of olive-oil sorbet. Desserts
are standouts. Understated Meyer
lemon tart, proof that less can be
more, was perhaps the best sweet
we sampled anywhere.
Cutler & Co. has a
simultaneously elegant and rustic
decor: distressed white brick,
dark drapery and leather, indirect
lighting, hand-thrown stoneware. Its
approach might be called Modern
English, too, but really captures the
Modern Australian aesthetic. Local
ingredients are exalted, textures and
flavours shine, in dishes like beet
salad with restrained horseradishdill dressing; gnocchi with roasted
cauliflower, hazelnuts and caper
and raisin sauce; Earl Grey ice
cream and dark chocolate with
prunes macerated in domestic
sherry. The staff is knowledgable
but not pushy, the experience
sophisticated and relaxed,
while the refined cooking has a
simplicity not easy to maintain.
On some menus, wild ingredients
are notable. Mushroom varieties
Donnelly gathers for chefs include
the pine, slippery jack, gray ghost,
and wood bluet. Some less familiar
ingredients — bush foods — are
indigenous to Australia. Other than
leafy greens, these typically appear
as garnishes rather than main
components. Those foraged along
beaches include seaweeds,
succulent pig face (a variety of ice
plant) and samphire. “All those
seem to go naturally with seafood,

and in a butter sauce,” Donnelly
comments. He also harvests wild
garlic — specifically its springonion-like shoots with their piquant
little flower.
Another native plant, ‘Old Man’
salt bush, grows in the continent’s
arid interior. Historically, Aborigines
roasted and ground its seeds for
flour, but today chefs use its salty
leaves, sometimes crisping them to
strew for texture and bite. Several
native citrus and stone fruits show
up, as well as game like wallaby and
kangaroo. We found that where
bush foods were present, chefs
often worked the techniques of
molecular gastronomy too, “looking
for a point of difference,” says
Donnelly, “a bit of bling on the
menu.” We were keen to try
unfamiliar ingredients, though as he
notes, “There’s a lot of edible things
out there, but they’re not
necessarily culinary delights.”
Those we encountered at The
Aylesbury, however, were delightful.
Jars of house-made vinegars and
pickles line the walls of this lively
Central Business District spot where
small plates dominate. Crisp,
astringent samphire tips garnished
a dish of unctuous cured kingfish.
Snappy fried salt bush leaves lent
contrast to pickled mussels and
leeks. But in this kitchen local origin
is more important than exoticism
for its own sake. The levain for the
springy, tight-crusted sourdough
originated with yeasts from local
organic grapes. Pickled immature
green grapes punctuated — with
bracing sour pops — a salad of beet
and melon dotted with fromage
blanc and strewn with wild black
rice dry-fried crisp. John Dory sat
on almond cream, with meltingly
braised young fennel, ripe fresh
tomato, fava-like baby almonds and
a snappy potato tuille. And beef
tartare was dappled with egg yolk
that had been cooked in oil sous
vide, then reformed into jammy
little globes, an anchovy cracker
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dramatic Attica, the most formal
restaurant we visited in this laidback city, is an enthusiast for both
experimental technique and
foraging. His degustation —
nominally eight courses, actually a
dozen plus — is an evening’s
entertainment. One earthy mouthful
was a walnut shell filled with rich
walnut and slippery-jack purée. A
pretty dessert of exotic — to us —
indigenous fruits revealed the
harshness of the Australian wild.
The mostly bitter and sour flavours
were hardly tamed by the
accompanying wattle seed custard,
sheep-milk yogurt and macadamianut crumble. Afterwards we spoke
with Shewry — in the kitchen yard,
where he was busy picking the
olive-scented needles of holy flax.
He grinningly called that fruit dish
“challenging.”
The only challenge at casual
Fitzrovia was to not overeat.
Chef Paul Jewson spent 20 years
in London, but his love is the
Mediterranean. His gnocchi was
satisfyingly complex with spinach,
pine nuts, goat cheese and an
intense porcini sauce. A brik —
Turkish-style filled pastry — of
zucchini, butternut and halloumi
was thoroughly tender, with
caramelized-onion jam and roast
cauliflower slices, all sprinkled with
tiny explosive beads of dehydrated
fried quinoa. Pork belly, deriving
from Chinese cuisine, is frequent
on Melbourne menus; Jewson’s
stands out for its shattering-crisp
skin and remarkably diminished
fat. He spoke about the “blending
influences” on Australian chefs,
like the congruent flavour profiles
of many Mediterranean and
Asian dishes. “As these lines are
increasingly blurred, and given
the vastness of a country that
allows both apples and mangoes
to be grown in the same season,
Australian cuisine is coming
into its own.” The proof is being
served in Melbourne tonight.
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alongside — altogether a stunning
collage. (Editor's note: Aylesbury
has since closed but chef/owner
Jesse Gerner is opening a new
venue, Bomba, in its place.)
The chunky rock and rough
timber of the high-ceilinged room
at Hare & Grace contrast markedly
with the restaurant’s precision
cooking and gorgeously composed
plates. Many dishes achieve the
Asian-derived classic interaction of
five tastes — or come close, given
their many garnishes. Roast lamb
rump, for example, came with melty
rhubarb, fresh raspberries, leeks
reduced with honey and rosemary
— all sprinkled with dry olive ‘dust’
— and a ribbon-like potato tuille.
Scallops arrived with black pudding
and ‘licorice’ — parsnip marinated in
lime and squid ink, then roasted; all
that sat on a granular bed of black
olive, almond and brown sugar, with
a dab of grapefruit gel for a kick.
Service is correct, presentations can
be awe-inspiring. As at many places
in Melbourne, set-menu
degustations with matching wines
are offered. But you also might just
saunter in for a burger; stuffy Hare
& Grace is not.
At Circa, where the gauzedraped balcony overlooks the bay,
rather than molecular techniques
Asian ones dominate. Indigenous
ingredients are prominent,
assertive flavours forward. Octopus
yakitori got a jolt from bush-lime
caramel sauce. Thick-leaved,
spinach-like warrigal stood up
to sautéing with lots of ginger
and garlic. Fried calamari had a
gossamer, peppery rice-cracker
crust, with chili-seaweed-sesame
aioli. Dishes come in several sizes,
facilitating a sharing meal.
When a dinner’s most familiarseeming course is roast wallaby —
lean, tender, surprisingly ungamey
— with cranberry-like ground-berry
sauce and shavings of mild bunyapine nut, you are eating on the
edge. Chef Ben Shewry of dark,
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The Commoner
www.thecommoner.com.au
Albert St Food & Wine
www.albertst.com.au
Cutler & Co.
www.cutlerandco.com.au
The Aylesbury
www.theaylesbury.com.au
Hare & Grace
www.hareandgrace.com
Circa
www.circa.com.au
Attica
www.attica.com.au
Fitzrovia
www.fitzrovia.com.au
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THE FIELD GUIDE TO
VICTORIAN PRODUCE,
with features and listings
on chefs, trends, producers
and shops is useful if you’re
exploring beyond the city. Find
it — and food news updates — at
www.locavored.com
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During May, MATTHEW
DONNELLY leads
one-day mushroom tours
that include a winery lunch. Book
through The Commoner.
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JONATHAN LERNER
writes magazine features
about food, travel,
architecture and design, and is a
communications consultant to
design-industry professionals.
He lives in New York City and the
Hudson Valley.
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